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Oxford World's Classics
2008

this authoritative edition was first published in the
acclaimed oxford authors series under the general
editorship of frank kermode it brings together a unique
combination of pope s poetry and prose the major poems
in their entirety together with translations criticism
letters and other prose to give the essence of his work
and thinking pope has often been termed the first truly
professional poet in english whose dealings with the
book trade helped to produce the literary market place
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in this
representative selection of pope s most important work
the texts are presented in chronological sequence so
that the moral essays and imitations of horace are
restored to their original position in his career the
dunciad the rape of the lock and peri bathous are
presented in full together with a characteristic sample
of pope s prose including satires pamphlets and
periodical writing the influential preface to his
edition of shakespeare is here as well as passages from
his conversations with joseph spence and examples of
his wide ranging correspondence this fine edition
features a comprehensive biographical index as well as
an introduction and invaluable notes

The Major Works
2006-10-12

the republic is plato s discussion of the nature and
meanin g of justice and of the ideal state and its
ruler all subsequent european thinking about these
subjects owes its character directly or indirectly to
this most famous and most accessible of the platonic
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dialogues

Republic
1998

herodotus is not only known as the father of history as
cicero called him but also the father of ethnography as
well as charting the historical background to the
persian wars his curiosity also prompts frequent
digression on the cultures of the peoples he introduces
while much of the information he gives has proved to be
astonishingly accurate he also entertains us with
delightful tales of one eyed men and gold digging ants
this readable new translation is supplemented with
expansive notes that provide readers the background
that they need to appreciate the book in depth about
the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics
has made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford
s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

The Histories
2008-04-17

ゾラが造型した近代の女性像と世紀末のペシミズム 貧漁村に後見されたパリ娘 ポリーヌ 後見人一家が羅った 精神
痛風 心臓 病に 自らの多額な遺産は蚕食されていく 近代社会の厭世と献身の物語

生きる歓び
2006-03
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ミステリの祖 コリンズの選集ついに完結

ウィルキー・コリンズ傑作選
2001-11

louis trevelyan seems the most fortunate of mid
victorian gentlemen young rich well educated handsome
and with a beautiful wife but his life is ruined by
ungrounded jealousy in the later chapters the unlucky
hero has been utterly consumed by an obsession with his
wife s imaginary infiedelity in the sub plot dealing
with the marriages of his english and american heroines
trollope engages head on the issue of women s rights a
ropic which was as alive for his contemporaries of the
late 1860s as it is today

He Knew He was Right
1998

meno charmides laches lysis do please try to tell us
what courage is in these four dialogues plato considers
virtue and its definition charmides laches and lysis
investigate the specific virtues of self control
courage and friendship the later meno discusses the
concept of virtue as a whole and whether it is
something that can be taught in the conversations
between socrates and his interlocutors moral concepts
are debated and shown to be more complex than at first
appears until all the participants in the conversations
are reduced to bafflement the artistry as well as the
philosophy of these dialogues has always been widely
admired the introduction to this edition explains the
course of the four dialogues and examines the
importance of socrates questions and arguments and the
notes cover major and minor points in more detail this
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is an essential volume for understanding the brilliance
of the first western philosopher about the series for
over 100 years oxford world s classics has made
available the widest range of literature from around
the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s
commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

The Oxford World's Classics
2002-01-31

the bohemians of whom it is a question in this book
have no connection with the bohemians whom
melodramatists have rendered synonymous with robbers
and assassins neither are they recruited from among the
dancing bear leaders sword swallowers gilt watch guard
vendors street lottery keepers and a thousand other
vague and mysterious professionals whose main business
is to have no business at all and who are always ready
to turn their hands to anything except good the class
of bohemians referred to in this book are not a race of
today they have existed in all climes and ages and can
claim an illustrious descent in ancient greece to go no
farther back in this genealogy there existed a
celebrated bohemian who lived from hand to mouth round
the fertile country of ionia eating the bread of
charity and halting in the evening to tune beside some
hospitable hearth the harmonious lyre that had sung the
loves of helen and the fall of troy descending the
steps of time modern bohemia finds ancestors at every
artistic and literary epoch in the middle ages it
perpetuates the homeric tradition with its minstrels
and ballad makers the children of the gay science all
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the melodious vagabonds of touraine all the errant
songsters who with the beggar s wallet and the trouvere
s harp slung at their backs traversed singing as they
went the plains of the beautiful land where the
eglantine of clemence isaure flourished

Meno and Other Dialogues
2005-07-14

despite a decreasing popularity throughout his career
anthony trollope 1815 1882 has become one of the most
notable and respected english novelists of the
victorian era his penetrating novels on political
social and gender issues of his day have placed him
among such nineteenth century literary icons as jane
austen charles dickens and george eliot trollope penned
47 novels in his career in addition to various short
stories travel books and biographies a newfound
interest in politics led to the publication of the
prime minister in 1876 one of a group of novels
sometimes called trollope s parliamentary novels this
novel tells of the successes troubles and eventual
failure of what the author calls the completed picture
of a statesman who should have rank and intellect and
parliamentary habits by which to bind him to the
service of his country he should also have unblemished
unextinguishable inexhaustible love of country from
trollope s autobiography

Bohemians of the Latin Quarter
"Annotated" Oxford World's Classics
2021-03-07

cousin henry first published in 1879 is perhaps the
most unusual and intriguing of trollope s shorter
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novels trollope s masterly handling of the novel s
unlikely hero a tiresome and timid coward is notable
for its insight and compassion about the series for
over 100 yearsoxford world s classicshas made available
the broadest spectrum of literature from around the
globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s
commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities voluminous
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

The Prime Minister
1999

lord clonbrony and his ambitious worldy wife lead an
extravagant social life in london on the proceeds of
their estates in ireland their son lord colambre
refusing to marry the heiress arranged for him by his
mother decides instead to investigate incognito the
management of the familyestates in ireland appalled by
the corruption mismanagement and poverty he discovers
he sets about finding a solution to his father s debts
and the family s wilful indifference maria edgeworth s
classic novel combines a fast miving depiction of
national manners with a brilliantly witty expose of the
pernicious system of absentee landownership

Cousin Henry
1999

thomas hardy 1840 1928 remains one of the best loved of
the great english poets hardy thought of himself as a
poet all his life although his poetic career only
flowered after he had retired from novel writing in his
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mid fifties over the next thirty years he wrote the
poems that have established him as one of the great and
most enduringly popular english poets of the twentieth
century his verse touches all the common themes of
human existence birth childhood love marriage ageing
death if hardy s age brings anything to them it is an
old man s ironic and elegiac sense that in life hopes
are likely to be defeated and losses sustained and that
the world was not designed for human happiness this
collection is prepared by samuel hynes editor of the
oxford english texts edition of the complete poetical
works of thomas hardy and selected from the oxford
authors critical edition the introduction and notes
illuminate hardy s central place in the tradition of
english poetry

The Absentee
2001

this is trollope s most detailed and concise study of
middle class life in a small provincial community in
this case baslehurst in the luscious devon countryside
it is also a charming love story centring on sweet
natured rachel ray and her suitor luke rowan whose
battle to wrest control over baslehurst s brewery
involves a host of typically trollopian local
characters

Selected Poetry
1998

achilles tatius leucippe and clitophon is the most
bizarre and risqu e of the five greek novels of
idealized love between boy and girl that survive from
the time of the roman empire stretching the capacity of
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the genre to its limits achilles narrative covers
adultery violence disembowelment pederasty virginity
testing and a conveniently happy ending ingenious and
sophisticated in conception leucippe and clitophon is
at once subtle stylish moving brash tasteless and
obscene this new translation aims to capture achilles
writing in all its exuberant variety

Rachel Ray
1998

contains three of sophocles most famous tragedies
includes introduction textual note chronology and
explanatory notes

Leucippe and Clitophon
2003

i am making up to the lighthouse the sea is to be heard
all throughit inspired by the lost bliss of her
childhood summers in cornwall virginia woolfproduced
one of the masterworks of english literature in to the
lighthouse itconcerns the ramsay family and their
summer guests on the isle of skye beforeand after the
first world war as children play and adults paint talk
muse andexplore relationships shift and mutate a
captivating fusion of elegy autobiography socio
political critique and visionary thrust it is the
mostaccomplished of all woolf s novels on completing it
she thought she hadexorcised the ghosts of her imposing
parents but she had also brought form to abook every
bit as vivid and intense as the work of lily briscoe
the indomitableartist at the centre of the novel
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Jane Eyre
1985

物語は明るく快い南イングランドの田園的社交性を背景に 年若く美貌で才気に富むエマを中心に展開される 恋のキュー
ピッドをきどるエマだが 他人の恋はおろか 自分の恋すらままならない 鋭くかつ繊細に 辛辣にまたユーモラスに人間
像を描き出す 完璧な小説家 の 円熟期における最高傑作である

Antigone ; Oedipus the King ; Electra
1998

our virtues are most often only vices in disguise
deceptively brief and insidiously easy to read la
rochefoucauld s shrewd unflattering analyses of human
behaviour have influenced writers thinkers and public
figures as various as voltaire proust de gaulle
nietzsche and conan doyle the author gave himself the
following advice the reader s best policy is to assume
that none of these maxims is directed at him and that
he is the sole exception after that i guarantee that he
will be the first to subscribe to them this is the
fullest collection of la rochefoucauld s writings ever
published in english and includes the first complete
translation of the réflexions diverses miscellaneous
reflections a table of alternative maxim numbers and an
index of topics help the reader to locate any maxim
quickly and to appreciate the full range of la
rochefoucauld s thought on any of his favourite themes
such as self love vice and virtue love and jealousy
friendship and self interest passion and pride about
the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics
has made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford
s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
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notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

To the Lighthouse
2006

felix holt austere idealistic and passionate is pitted
against the self satisfied local landlord harold
transome in this story set in a midland borough at the
time of the great reform bill of 1832 every class of
society is included in eliot s vivid picture of
political ferment

エマ
2006-02

絢爛豪華な邸宅に贅沢な車を持ち 夜ごと盛大なパーティを開く男 ギャッツビーがここまで富を築き上げてきたのは す
べて かつての恋人を取り戻すためだった だが 異常なまでのその一途な愛は やがて悲劇を招く 過去は取り返せる
そう信じて夢に砕けた男の物語

Collected Maxims and Other
Reflections
2007-01-11

in his writings david hume set out to bridge the gap
between the learned world of the academy and the
marketplace of polite society this collection drawing
largely on his essays moral political and literary 1776
edition which was even more popular than his famous
treatise of human nature comprehensively shows how far
he succeeded from of essay writing to of the rise and
progress of the arts and sciences hume embraces a
staggering range of social cultural political
demographic and historical concerns with the scope
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typical of the scottish enlightenment he charts the
state of civil society manners morals and taste and the
development of political economy in the mid eighteenth
century these essays represent not only those areas
where hume s arguments are revealingly typical of his
day but also where he is strikingly innovative in a
period already famous for its great thinkers about the
series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has
made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford
s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

War and Peace
1966

this authoritative edition brings together all of
hopkins s poetry and a generous selection of his prose
writings to explore the essence of his work and
thinking gerard manley hopkins 1844 89 was one of the
most innovative of nineteenth century poets during his
tragically short life he strove to reconcile his
religious and artistic vocations and this edition
demonstrates the range of his interests it includes all
his poetry from best known works such as the wreck of
the deutschland and the windhover to translations
foreign language poems plays and verse fragments and
the recently discovered poem consule jones in addition
there are excerpts from hopkins s journals letters and
spiritual writings the poems are printed in
chronological order to show hopkins s changing
preoccupations and all the texts have been established
from original manuscripts about the series for over 100
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yearsoxford world s classicshas made available the
broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe
each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to
scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a
wealth of other valuable features including expert
introductions by leading authorities voluminous notes
to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

Felix Holt, the Radical
1998

any service i may have rendered my countrymen in my
active life i may also extend to them now that i am at
leisure marcus tullius cicero 106 43 bc rome s greatest
orator had a career of intense activity in politics the
law courts and the administration mostly in rome his
fortunes however followed those of rome and he found
himself driven into exile in 58 bc only to return a
year later to a city paralyzed by the domination of
pompey crassus and caesar cicero though a senior
statesman struggled to maintain his independence and it
was during these years that frustrated in public life
he first started to put his excess energy stylistic
brilliance and superabundant vocabulary into writing
these works of philosophy the three dialogues collected
here are the most accessible of cicero s works written
to his friends atticus and brutus with the intent of
popularizing philosophy in ancient rome they deal with
the everyday problems of life ethics in business the
experience of grief and the difficulties of old age

グレート・ギャッツビー
2009-09
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cecilia is an heiress but she can only keep her fortune
if her husband will consent to take her surname fanny
burney s unusual love story and deft social satire was
much admired on its first publication in 1782 for its
subtle interweaving of comedy humanity and social
analysis controversial in its time this eighteenth
century novel seems entirely fresh in relation to late
twentieth century concerns

Selected Essays
2008-06-12

set in the summer of 1765 redgauntlet centers around a
fictitious jacobite rebellion this is the last of scott
s major scottish novels the text is that of the magnum
edition of 1832

Gerard Manley Hopkins
2002

set in 18th century england young impoverished fanny
price arrives at the elegant estate of her uncle sir
thomas bertram snubbed by everyone except her cousin
edmund she begins her long struggle for acceptance by
her shallow relatives who believe wealth automatically
means quality

On Life and Death
2017-03-01

船員ガリヴァの漂流記に仮託して 当時のイギリス社会の事件や風俗を批判しながら 人間性一般への痛烈な諷刺を展開さ
せた傑作
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Cecilia, Or, Memoirs of an Heiress
1999

edmund gosse wrote of his account of his life this book
is the record of a struggle between two temperaments
two consciences and almost two epochs father and son
remains one of english literature s seminal
autobiographies in it edmund gosse recounts with humor
and pathos his childhood as a member of a victorian
protestant sect and his struggles to forge his own
identity despite the loving control of his father his
work is a key document of the crisis of faith and doubt
and a penetrating exploration of the impact of
evolutionary science an astute well observed and moving
portrait of the tensions of family life father and son
remains a classic of twentieth century literature this
edition contains an illuminating introduction and
provides a series of fascinating appendices including
extracts from philip gosse s omphalos and edmund gosse
s harrowing account of his wife s death from breast
cancer

Madame Bovary
2004

a good essay must draw its curtain round us but it must
be a curtain that shuts us in not out according to
virginia woolf the goal of the essay is simply that it
should give pleasure it should lay us under a spell
with its first word and we should only wake refreshed
with its last one of the best practitioners of the art
she analysed so rewardingly woolf displayed her essay
writing skills across a wide range of subjects with all
the craftsmanship substance and rich allure of her
novels this selection brings together thirty of her
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best essays including the famous mr bennett and mrs
brown a clarion call for modern fiction she discusses
the arts of writing and of reading and the particular
role and reputation of women writers she writes
movingly about her father and the art of biography and
of the london scene in the early decades of the
twentieth century overall these pieces are as
indispensable to an understanding of this great writer
as they are enchanting in their own right about the
series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has
made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford
s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including
expert introductions by leading authorities helpful
notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for
further study and much more

Redgauntlet
1998

the complex moral ambiguities of seduction and revenge
make les liaisons dangereuses 1782 one of the most
scandalous and controversial novels in european
literature the subject of major film and stage
adaptations the novel s prime movers the vicomte de
valmont and the marquise de merteuil form an unholy
alliance and turn seduction into a game a game which
they must win this new translation gives laclos a
modern voice and readers will be able a judge whether
the novel is as diabolical and infamous as its critics
have claimed or whether it has much to tell us about
the kind of world we ourselves live in david coward s
introduction explodes myths about laclos s own life and
puts the book in its literary and cultural context
about the series for over 100 years oxford world s
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classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe each affordable volume
reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing
the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features including expert introductions by leading
authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to
date bibliographies for further study and much more

Mansfield Park
1998

this authoritative edition was first published in the
acclaimed oxford authors series under the general
editorship of frank kermode it brings together a unique
combination of yeats s poetry and prose all the major
poems complemented by plays critical writings and
letters to give theessence of his work and thinking w b
yeats was born in 1865 only 38 years after the death of
william blake and died in 1939 the contemporary of ezra
pound and james joyce his career crossed two centuries
and this volume represents the full range of his
achievement from the romantic early poems of crossways
and thesymbolist masterpiece the wind among the reeds
to his last poems myth and folk tale influence both his
poems and his plays represented here by cathleen ni
houlihan and deirdre among others the importance of the
spirit world to his life and work is evident in his
critical essays and occultwritings and the anthology
also contains political speeches autobiographical
writings and a selection of his letters this one volume
collection of poems and prose offers a unique
perspective on the connectedness of yeats s literary
output showing how his aesthetic spiritual and
political development was reflected in everything he
wrote
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ガリヴァ旅行記
1951-08-01

a major new edition freshly edited in many cases from
manuscripts of shelley s poetry and prose it contains
the longer poems from queen mab to the triumph of life
including generous selections from laon and cythna a
wide range of his shorter poems and much of his major
prose including a defence of poetry

Father and Son
2004

with an introduction and notes by smith margaret

Selected Essays
2009-10-15

though famous for her fiction eliot was also a noted
critic translator and editor the depth and versatility
of her intelligence are illustrated in these critical
writings on science religion positivism feminism and
politics

Les Liaisons dangereuses
2008-04-17

The Major Works
2001
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The Major Works
2009-02-26

Oxford World Classics Set
2001-07-01

Shirley
1998

Selected Critical Writings
2000
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